









In Woolf’s 1940 essay ‘Thoughts on Peace in An Air Raid’, she describes lying in bed, listening to aircraft overhead, and feeling frozen with fear: ‘All feeling, save one dull dread, ceased.  A nail fixed the whole being to one hard board’​[1]​, before reviving gradually into a more expansive imaginative state:  
Directly that fear passes, the mind reaches out and instinctively revives itself by trying to create.  Since the room is dark it can create only from memory.  It reaches out to the memory of other Augusts – in Bayreuth, listening to Wagner; in Rome, walking over the Campagna; in London.  Friends’ voices came back.  Scraps of poetry return.  Each of those thoughts, even in memory, was far more positive, reviving, healing and creative than the dull dread made of fear and hate.  Therefore if we are to compensate the young man for the loss of his glory and of his gun, we must give him access to the creative feelings.  We must make happiness. 
(244-245)

This statement from Woolf might seem unexpected: Woolf has tended not to be associated with the creation of happiness, and is probably known much more for extreme unhappiness than for any efforts towards contentment.​[2]​  Whilst some critics have recognised ‘the range of her pleasure in thinking and being’, in her work happiness often comes in glimpses of contingent delights rather than a determined creation.​[3]​  She describes her ‘most important memory’ as lying listening to the waves and watching the light in the nursery at St Ives, and feeling ‘the purest ecstasy I can conceive’, and links this to a sense of wonderment: ‘It is almost impossible I should be here’.​[4]​  ‘We must make happiness’ is far more concerted, and suggests the creation of happiness as a form of national project.  It seems at first strange within Woolf’s work generally, and falls strangely in this passage – following the rhythm created by the preceding verb constructions: ‘if we are to compensate [...] for’, ‘we must give him access to’, the sentence ‘we must make happiness’ is abrupt, ending on a jolt.

Yet the passage is still firmly, expansively persuasive.   It focuses at once on a process of gathering and recovery, shoring up memories: ‘Friends’ voices come back. Scraps of poetry return’, and on something searchingly creative: ‘the mind reaches out’.  This process of collecting and reaching out is interwoven with creativity itself – happiness is associated with ‘trying to create’, ‘making happiness’ aligned with ‘giving him access to the creative feelings’.  As Woolf states that we must ‘make happiness’ she is alluding to poetry, echoing Samuel Johnson’s The Vanity of Human Wishes (1749).  Johnson’s poem invokes Love, Patience and Faith, and suggests that:
With these celestial Wisdom calms the Mind,
And makes the Happiness she does not find.​[5]​

Woolf’s allusionemphasises that happiness is bound to creativity because it, too, needs to be crafted into existence.  For Woolf, however, it is not ‘Wisdom’ but the ‘creative feelings’ themselves that make happiness.  Her very allusion to Johnson emphasises the interlocking of creativity and happiness: Woolf’s thoughts about making happiness are themselves made out of words taken from literary texts, shaped from her reading.  Her thinking about happiness is linked to thinking about the process of literary creation itself.  
The idea of ‘making happiness’, and of creating happiness on a large scale, taps into some of the most central concerns of Woolf’s work.  Throughout her work, alongside images of sudden ecstasy, she keeps returning to instances of crafting happiness.  She depicts it being pieced together through characters shaping the direction of their own focus, and their own attention to life, layering up perceptions – and she depicts contentment created through characters piecing together memories and shoring up a sense of security.  Yet Woolf also explores the limits to making happiness, and questions the validity of individual happiness at moments of communal distress – something that keeps coming into focus in Woolf’s work in thinking about happiness during the First and Second World Wars.  Woolf was writing at a time when a range of investigations into measuring and increasing public happiness were being carried out, and her work is deeply concerned with exploring the possibility, the practicalities, and the politics, of creating happiness; she moves from showing her characters crafting moments of happiness, to using her diaries to judge the weight of individual happiness in her own life.  Exploring happiness in Woolf’s work sheds light on her sense of the importance of privacy: carving out a space for happiness during an air raid is characteristic of the way Woolf repeatedly imagines the possibility of happiness during times of wider distress, and how she repeatedly weighs the value of such private moments of happiness.​[6]​

Woolf’s early concerns about ‘making happiness’ can be seen to take shape in her novel Mrs Dalloway (1925).  As Clarissa Dalloway walks across London she builds up happiness:
For Heaven only knows why one loves it so, how one sees it so, making it up, building it round one, tumbling it, creating it every moment afresh; but the veriest frumps, the most dejected of miseries sitting on doorsteps (drink their downfall) do the same; can’t be dealt with, she felt positive, by Acts of Parliament for that very reason: they love life.  In people’s eyes, in the swing, tramp, and trudge; in the bellow and the uproar; the carriages, motor cars, omnibuses, vans, sandwich men shuffling and swinging; brass bands; barrel organs; in the triumph and the jingle and the strange high singing of some aeroplane overhead was what she loved; life; London; this moment of June.​[7]​

Loving life here is a process of accumulating contentment through lists, ‘building it round one’.  The rhythm of the passage accumulates happiness, with the drive to build it up forming a type of creative momentum: ‘In people’s eyes, in the swing, tramp, and trudge’.  Yet this act of making is peculiarly poised between being ‘building it round one’ through a process of seeing and acknowledging, and on the other hand the more double-edged ‘making it up’, which suggests that loving life might depend finally on make-believe.  The sense that happiness here might only be fragile is further emphasised in the way Clarissa’s sense of happiness keeps losing and regaining its balance.  In particular, her sense of happiness keeps being disrupted by an awareness of wider post-war suffering, and ‘this moment of June’ needs to keep being re-asserted: ‘The War was over, except for some one like Mrs. Foxcroft at the Embassy last night eating her heart out because that nice boy was killed [...] but it was over; thank Heaven – over.  It was June’ (p. 4).
  
Mrs Dalloway’s depiction of at once building happiness and struggling to maintain it against a background of continuing suffering echoes a particular strand in then-contemporary thinking about ‘making happiness’ which related to post-war ideas of ‘reconstruction’.  One of the first attempts to measure people’s happiness scientifically was the psychologist J.C. Flügel’s ‘A Quantitative Study of Feeling and Emotion in Everyday Life’, which attempted to ‘collect data concerning the nature and proportion of pleasure and unpleasure in daily life’.​[8]​  As Erik Angner has noted, early attempts to measure happiness were often prompted by a ‘moral impulse to improve society’ – and Flügel’s interest in measuring emotion seems to chime with his writing on the need to re-build society after the First World War.​[9]​  In a book published by the Hogarth Press he claimed:
There is now some very general measure of agreement that if humanity is to escape the fate of having passed through the ordeal of world-wide war in vain, the recent era of destruction must be followed by a period of reconstruction and reorganisation, in which many of our systems, institutions, customs and beliefs must be tested, and where necessary refashioned, in the light of our changed ideals and points of view and of the widened experience of human needs and possibilities which our existence through these years of conflict has brought us.​[10]​

The language of ‘reconstructing’, and ‘refashioning’ echoes much in Mrs Dalloway about putting things back together and attempting to build up moments of happiness in the aftermath of the war.  

While Flügel here focuses on family life, part of thinking about ‘reconstruction’ involved reflecting more broadly about the mental well-being of the population as a whole.  Mrs Dalloway explores a post-war concern with the reconstruction of well-being through the advice given to Septimus by the doctors in the novel.  Dr Holmes advises Septimus on how to regain happiness:
When he felt like that he went to the Music Hall, said Dr. Holmes.  He took a day off with his wife and played golf [...] health is largely a matter in our own control.  Throw yourself into outside interests; take up some hobby.
(pp.77-78)

The pronouncements of the doctors in Mrs Dalloway have often been interpreted in terms of understandings of shell-shock and mental illness, but part of the legacy of dealing with shell-shock was that it prompted thought not only about mental illness but also about mental well-being.​[11]​  There were frequent suggestions from doctors and politicians that happiness might be considered as a public health issue, and that we should focus on preventing mental distress on a national scale.  Sir George Newman, for instance, argued that the duty of medicine was no longer just to ‘relieve the burden and distress of the diseased human body’ but (in terms that resonate with today’s ‘positive psychology’) to ‘raise the standard of positive health’.​[12]​  Dr Holmes has been seen as based on Woolf’s doctor Sir Maurice Craig, who in 1920 helped found the National Council for Mental Hygiene.​[13]​  This organisation, and practitioners of ‘mental hygiene’ more generally, aimed to educate the public in ways to prevent and preserve mental equanimity, acting on the premise, as Holmes puts it, that ‘health is largely a matter in our own control’.​[14]​

Woolf’s hostility to the doctors in Mrs Dalloway is well-documented, and suggests a hostility to the idea of happiness being so completely in our own control.​[15]​  Mental hygiene was linked with eugenics – something registered in Woolf’s account of how Dr Bradshaw ‘made England prosper, secluded her lunatics, forbade childbirth’ (p. 84).​[16]​  Yet the idea of mental hygiene promoted more progressive movements (it went on to shape [?] the creation of the mental health charity MIND, for instance ) and some of its central tenets, such as the need to educate the public in small steps that everyone might take towards happiness and well-being, were influential.​[17]​  The notion of ‘mental hygiene’ recurred in Woolf’s friend Bertrand Russell’s The Conquest of Happiness (1930), in which he discussed the ‘hygiene of the nerves’ consisting of proactive steps to maintain happiness.​[18]​ Some of Russell’s prescriptions for happiness, such as ‘let your interests be as wide as possible’, echo Holmes’s sense of the need for ‘outside interests’.​[19]​

The novel suggests, on the one hand, the coercive nature of early twentieth century attempts to ‘reconstruct’ happiness, while, on the other, it dwells on more subtle, persuasive ways of building it up.  The statements of the doctors are exposed as horrific, but nevertheless Woolf continues to think in her own way about the making and reconstructing of happiness throughout the novel.  In the evening before Holmes comes, Rezia creates happiness for herself and for Septimus:
What always happened, then happened – what happened every night of their lives.  The small girl sucked her thumb at the door; Rezia went down on her knees; Rezia cooed and kissed; Rezia got a bag of sweets out of the table drawer.  For so it always happened.  First one thing, then another.  So she built it up, first one thing and then another.  Dancing, skipping, round and round the room they went.  He took the paper.  Surrey was all out, he read.  There was a heat-wave.  Rezia repeated: Surrey was all out.  There was a heat-wave, making it part of the same game she was playing with Mrs. Filmer’s grandchild, both of them laughing, chattering at the same time, at their game.  He was very tired.  He was very happy.
(pp 122-123)

Here, attention and small actions seem to become a form of creation – with ‘so she built it up’ following a sequence of movements: ‘The small girl sucked her thumb at the door; Rezia went down on her knees’.  Unlike Mrs Dalloway’s wavering sense of loving life as she moves around London, this is to be built up over time ‘[f]or so it always happened’, by adding one moment to the next: ‘First one thing, then another’.  There is a sense of experience somehow coalescing and gathering, something echoed as Rezia sews a hat:
‘Ah damn!’ she cried (it was a joke of theirs, her swearing); the needle had broken.  Hat, child, Brighton, needle.  She built it up; first one thing, then another; she built it up, sewing. [...] They were perfectly happy now.
(p.124)

The description almost suggests that Rezia is sewing together experiences, ‘She built it up, sewing’ poised between indicating that she builds happiness whilst she sews, and on the other hand implying that she stitches together experiences and events like the fabric of the hat.  The notion that experience itself might be something you can master and gather together is recurrent throughout Mrs Dalloway: as when  Peter notes ‘the power of taking hold of experience, of turning it round, slowly, in the light’ (p. 67).

Rezia’s happiness, like Clarissa’s, is fragile – the scene is followed by Septimus’ suicide as Holmes arrives.  Yet even then there is a sustained interest in re-constructing happiness, echoing Rezia’s previous acts of sewing together of contentment, as Rezia drifts to a medicated sleep:
It seemed to her as she drank the sweet stuff that she was opening long windows, stepping out into some garden.  But where? The clock was striking – one, two, three: how sensible the sound was; compared with all this thumping and whispering; like Septimus himself.  She was falling asleep.  But the clock went on striking, four, five, six, and Mrs. Filmer waving her apron (they wouldn’t bring the body in here, would they?) seemed part of that garden; or a flag.  She had once seen a flag slowly rippling out from a mast when she stayed with her aunt at Venice.  Men killed in battle were thus saluted, and Septimus had been through the War.  Of her memories, most were happy.
(p. 127)

This slow associative process re-starts, in a different key, her earlier manner making happiness.  Rezia joins together impressions – creating a scene, making Mrs Filmer’s apron ‘part of that garden; or a flag’, and following on seamlessly to other memories ‘She had once seen a flag’.  These associations seem almost to be stepping-stones to peacefulness, drawing to a close with a statement of fact which has a settling certainty: ‘Men killed in battle were thus saluted, and Septimus had been through the War’, and a recognition of accrued happiness: ‘Of her memories, most were happy’.

Mrs Dalloway is, then, firmly, persuasively sympathetic to the idea of putting together happiness, even as it is aware of the limits of such activity and hostile to medical prescriptions for it.  Part of the problem with medicalised conceptions of happiness is the certainty of Holmes and Bradshaw’s recommendations, something which Septimus picks up on: ‘ “Must”,  “must”, why  “must”?’ (p. 125).  But the difficulty of trying to increase happiness on a large scale, of trying to create it as a kind of post-war public project.  Woolf thinks of this as a form of ‘Conversion’: ‘Conversion is her name and she feasts on the wills of the weakly, loving to impress, to impose, adoring her own features stamped on the face of the populace’ (p109).  Making happiness a form of postwar reconstruction is grotesque:Woolf suggests that Bradshaw wants to use people as building-blocks, as ‘Conversion’ ‘loves blood better than brick’ (p. 85).  

The concerns raised by the novel come into focus as Clarissa sits sewing, like Rezia:
Quiet descended on her, calm, content, as her needle, drawing the silk smoothly to its gentle pause, collected the green folds together and attached them, very lightly, to the belt.  So on a summer’s day waves collect, overbalance, and fall; collect and fall; and the whole world seems to be saying ‘that is all’ more and more ponderously, until even the heart in the body which lies in the sun on the beach says too, That is all.  Fear no more, says the heart, committing its burden to some sea, which sighs collectively for all sorrows, and renews, begins, collects, lets fall.  And the body alone listens to the passing bee; the wave breaking; the dog barking, far away barking and barking.
(pp 33-34)

As with Rezia, Clarissa seems to be sewing together happiness in a process of collecting and gathering.  Yet this paragraph is poised between describing individual and collective existence : it begins by discussing Clarissa but it comes to seem that the passage is 
only ‘attached [...] very lightly’ to the present moment.  It is only the first sentence that is definitely about Clarissa sitting sewing in London, the rest proceeding by analogy: ‘So on a summer’s day waves collect’.  By the end of the paragraph Clarissa has been faded out, with the anonymous, mindless ‘the body alone listens’, the passage suggesting some vaguely collective experience rather than Clarissa’s particular own consciousness, ‘sighs collectively for all sorrows’.  The passage uses an allusion to Cymbeline – ‘Fear no more’ – to move Clarissa’s feelings into a less individualised voice: it indicates the difficulties of linking individual and public when it comes to happiness, inventing a ‘sea, which sighs collectively for all sorrows’, even whilst Clarissa drifts on anonymized contentment.  Mrs Dalloway emphasises the importance of crafting happiness, and yet remains uncertain of the relationship between such fictionalised happiness and a wider reality. 
The relationship between individual and public happiness comes into sharp focus again in the late novel The Years, which re-describes the First World War, and looks towards the Second.  The Years contains one of the most absolute moments of happiness in all of Woolf’s fiction.  At one point Woolf depicts her character Kitty leaving a party in London with great relief, and travelling on the sleeper train to her home in the north of England.  When she arrives she goes out and walks to the top of a hill, flinging herself on the ground and watching the changing light.  Throughout this sequence there is a sense of building contentment, finally arriving at happiness:
The wind seemed to rise as she walked under the trees [...] Spring was sad always, she thought, it brought back memories.  All passes, all changes, she thought, as she climbed up the little path between the trees. [...] But she was in the prime of life; she was vigorous.  She strode on. The ground rose sharply; her muscles felt strong and flexible as she pressed her thick-soled shoes to the ground.  [...] The trees thinned as she strode higher and higher. [...] Suddenly she saw the sky between two striped tree trunks extraordinarily blue.  She came out on the top.  The wind ceased; the country spread wide all round her.  Her body seemed to shrink; her eyes to widen.  She threw herself on the ground, and looked over the billowing land that went rising and falling, away and away, until somewhere far off it reached the sea [...] Dark wedges of shadow, bright breadths of light lay side by side. Then, as she watched, light moved and dark moved; light and shadow went travelling over the hills and over the valleys.  A deep murmur sang in her ears – the land itself, singing to itself, a chorus, alone.  She lay there listening.  She was happy, completely.  Time had ceased.​[20]​

In Mrs Dalloway happiness seemed fragile; here it is cataclysmic: ‘Time had ceased’.

The scene’s strange sense of apocalyptic happiness seems related to its chronological positioning in the novel – it comes at the end of the 1914 section of The Years, and is positioned months before the outbreak of the First World War. That positioning of this scene of happiness, at a moment where it seems to be radically undercut by what follows, might be said to underline the fragility of individual happiness amidst broader suffering.  It is understandable that critics have tended to see Kitty’s happiness as marginal to the presiding spirit of the novel: Hermione Lee notes that in The Years ‘[t]here are a few powerful moments of stillness or solitude, such as Kitty’s Orlando-like communion with the country [...] but the main emphasis is on difficulty rather than on achievement, on unease rather than on contentment.’​[21]​  Yet the scene has too much energy to be dismissed.  Woolf stops time for this moment and emphasises Kitty’s strength and vigour in moving towards being happy.  The way that Kitty’s ‘muscles felt strong and vigorous as she pressed her thick-soled shoes to the ground’ recalls repeated instances of muscularity throughout the scene – the train that brings her the north is ‘all body, all muscle’ (p. 242), and Kitty empathetically feels the ‘tension of [her driver’s] muscles’ (p. 247) as he brings her to the house.  There is a concerted muscularity in the way Kitty incorporates sadness into her building towards happiness.  The admission that ‘Spring was sad always’ is briskly passed over: ‘All passes, all changes’ is not allowed to settle into melancholy but becomes part of the rhythm of Kitty’s onward stride.  In Mrs Dalloway there is a sense of a collective reservoir of sadness as a backdrop to contentment, but here sadness is vigorously woven into the building of happiness.

Kitty’s vigour is matched by a flexing of creative muscles on Woolf’s part.  She uses her fiction to craft a space for individual happiness at a moment where it might not, in the light of the wider political situation, seem to have a natural place. Throughout this sequence there is a lot of emphasis on small spaces, upon compartments.  Kitty delights in the ‘small lighted room’ (p. 243) of her sleeper compartment; she enters the house and feels contained ‘in the hollow of an emerald’ (p. 248).  This focus on compartments is paralleled by an authorial compartmentalizing: the sequence leading to Kitty being ‘happy, completely’ is itself very contained, the dramatic cutting-off of the moment saves it from fading out.  

Woolf was especially interested in the need to compartmentalize spaces for happiness was something: she described the perfect day as ‘like a perfect piece of cabinet-making—beautifully fitted with beautiful compartments’.​[22]​  By carving out a moment for private happiness, Woolf touches on a key tension in the promotion of happiness on a national scale.  By the time she was writing The Years attempts to increase national happiness had come into further prominence.  In 1930 her friend John Maynard Keynes published an essay entitled ‘The Economic Possibilities for Our Grandchildren’, which is today seen as a seminal text in the development of thinking about the economics of well-being [?] and measures of national happiness.  His essay, urging the importance not just of ‘economic abundance’ but of cultivating ‘the art of life itself’, suggested the importance of happiness in a way that went beyond individual contentment – a theme picked up by Leonard Woolf, who gave radio broadcasts in the 1930s on Democracy and Happiness.​[23]​  Leonard Woolf argued that happiness was a fundamental tenet of democracy and that ‘the principal object of all government and Governments ought simply to be the happiness of the population’.​[24]​  In addition by 1936 the physician and public figure Lord Horder, building on the discoveries of mental hygiene, urged that as well as a Ministry for Health, there really ought to be a Ministry for Happiness, created in order to promote a ‘Public Happiness’, or a ‘collective state of mental well-being’.​[25]​  

All of these attempts to think the happiness of populations depended on thinking about how one might measure happiness. The problem was brought particularly into focus in the issue of statistics.  In his book The Conquest of Happiness Bertrand Russell said : ‘Health, so far as statistics can show, has been steadily improving in all civilised countries during the last hundred years, but energy is more difficult to measure’ (p. 132).  Russell’s uncertainty (‘so far as statistics can show’) and his sense of the difficulty of measuring intangible mental states, speak to more general concerns.  Theodore M. Porter notes that ‘[a]fter the mid-nineteenth century, it became common to investigate collective phenomena using what came to be called the statistical method, the method of reasoning about events in large numbers without being troubled by the intractability of individuals’ – yet there was a vigorous debate about how far one should continue to be troubled by the ‘intractability of individuals’ and how far statistics might obscure the real relationship between the individual and the collective.​[26]​  John Maynard Keynes was equivocal on the matter – in particular suggesting that ‘the statistical method’ should be used carefully in the case of ‘probability’: 
Statistical technique tells us how to ‘count the cases’ when we are presented with complex material.  It must not proceed also, except in the exceptional case where our evidence furnishes us from the outset with data of a particular kind, to turn its results into probabilities.​[27]​ 

Keynes went on to suggest that just because a certain proportion of things happened in a particular way, this should not then be used to predict the behaviour of any individual.  He felt that those who attempted to do so were ‘often and justly derided for arguing as if nature were an urn containing black and white balls in fixed proportions’.​[28]​  

Woolf’s thinking about happiness, and about the value of private, compartmentalised  happiness, drew on this language of statistics and proportions.  Whilst in Mrs Dalloway the doctors prescribed routes to happiness for Septimus, the one doctor in The Years—Peggy, in ‘The Present Day’—describes not being able to find happiness:
Happy in this world, happy with living people.  But how can one be “happy”? she asked herself, in a world bursting with misery.  On every placard at every street corner was Death; or worse – tyranny; brutality; torture; the fall of civilisation; the end of freedom.  We here, she thought, are only sheltering under a leaf, which will be destroyed.  And then Eleanor says the world is better, because two people out of all those millions are “happy”.  Her eyes had fixed themselves on the floor; it was empty now save for a wisp of muslin torn from some skirt.  But why do I notice everything?, she thought.  She shifted her position.  Why must I think?  She did not want to think.  She wished that there were blinds like those in railway carriages that came down over the light and hooded the mind.  The blue blind that one pulls down on a night journey, she thought.
(p. 350)

Peggy longs for the type of compartmentalized happiness enjoyed by Eleanor, and the image of the blind in the railway carriage – ‘[t]he blue blind that one pulls down on a night journey’ – echoes Kitty’s journey in the sleeper train; but this statement fretfully combats the idea that ‘the world is better, because two people out of all those millions are ‘happy’. Compartmentalizing happiness might not be enough.

A concern about the adequacy of individual happiness intensified in Woolf’s diaries following The Years. In the summer following its publication Woolf was acutely aware of making happiness, in particular after the death of her nephew Julian Bell in the Spanish Civil War:
Not a happy summer.  That is all the materials for happiness; & nothing behind.  If Julian had not died—still an incredible sentence to write—our happiness might have been profound.  “Our”—L.’s & mine, now that The Years has sold between 40 & 50,000 in America; now that we are floated financially, & perhaps to shift the Press & take a new house, & privately as happy & rounded off as can be—but his death—that extraordinary extinction—drains it of substance.​[29]​
There is a sense here of the fundamental limits of creation: ‘all the materials’ of happiness suggests abundance, but something which cannot be shaped to contentment – and it was a metaphor Woolf returned to later that year: ‘We have the materials for happiness, but no happiness’.​[30]​  There is a sense of the difficulty of manufacturing happiness in the same way as manufacturing money – Woolf notes that they are ‘floated financially’ but this doesn’t affect their happiness.  She is thinking here too about the limits of individual compartmentalised happiness: the quotation marks around ‘Our’ seem to note a strict demarcation of happiness. ‘Privately as happy & rounded off as can be’ suggests the language of beautifully fitted compartments, but here happiness has a sudden unmaking following the description of its crafted contentment -- ‘drains it of substance’.

There are also moments, however, in which Woolf employs and re-shapes the logic of statistics and proportions to assert the importance of even fragments of happiness.  Woolf recognised the difficulties of statistics – she described ‘Statistics’ along with ‘the dates and the facts’, and details from press cuttings, in a letter to Ethel Smyth as ‘nauseating’ arguing that they were impossible to ‘keep them in mind’.​[31]​  She also worried about what Theodore Porter suggests statistics leave out: Porter noted that statistics hoped to avoid the ‘intractability of individuals’, but Woolf repeatedly stated the importance of the individual, setting herself against Leonard on this point: ‘L. sees people in the mass; I singly’.​[32]​  In contrast to statistical measures of happiness, Woolf engages in more idiosyncratic calculations of the relationship between public and private happiness.  Writing of her own happiness on walking into the garden after breakfast she considered:
As for the beauty, as I always say when I walk the terrace after breakfast, too much for one pair of eyes.  Enough to float a whole population in happiness, if only they wd. look.​[33]​
Here the financial connotation of ‘float’ suggests thinking about happiness in terms of money, and with the exploration of what would be ‘enough [...] for a whole population in happiness’ Woolf seems to invoke the measurement of public happiness on a scale.  Yet she promptly subverts the mathematical logic of any such measurement, suggesting that there be stores of latent happiness in the Sussex countryside and that her own happiness might be enough for everyone, exceeding the limits of ‘one pair of eyes’.

Woolf tries to shape a position for happiness beyond statistics, and her determinedly idiosyncractic calculations come especially into the diaries written in the first few years of World War Two.  As Anna Snaith has noted, these late diaries ‘are constantly oscillating between public and private realms’;​[34]​ and in particular there’s a sense of the reckoning up of individual and private happiness which is weighed against the progress of the war.  This comes through at times when Woolf seems to be adding up public losses and private gains: 
If it werent for—oh dear the retreat—Paris now almost besieged—20,000 of our men cut off—still the Fr. have gained 5 miles somewhere—if it werent for this—today wd have been a happy day.  Elizabeth to begin with, which warmed & consoled, for if one’s friends are to die in the flesh now, whats left? –Then Dotty’s Yeats book her praise of Virginia; then the milkman with 400 eggs for sale.​[35]​  

There’s sense of almost comical dismay here at the background to a moment of happiness: ‘oh dear the retreat’, and the sense that individual happiness cannot be fully felt, or perhaps be fully real, in the context of the war.  Thinking about war derails Woolf’s own happiness:  it begins as an aside, but refuses to be contained, dashes suggesting the overflowing of bad news.  Yet at the same time there is a calculated resistance within Woolf’s writing.  The passage repeatedly includes specific figures as Woolf focuses on what can be counted – she first sets the ‘5 miles’ of gained land against the ‘20,000 of our men cut off’, but she also sets more private calculations against the war losses, adding up the things that would have made this a happy day: ‘the milkman with 400 eggs for sale.’

This habit of adding things up, continuing to set small things against the war is persistent in Woolf’s late diaries, as she keeps invoking a different type of statistical and mathematical logic, and even moves to suggest that, finally, individual happiness might weigh more in a balance against public distress.  Woolf records moments when she feels herself seeming to rally amidst the wider misery of the war:  
Its like an invalid who can look up & take a cup of tea—Suddenly one can take to the pen with relish.  Result of a walk in the heat, clearing the fug & setting the blood working.  This book will serve to accumulate notes, the fruit of such quickening.  And for the 100th time I repeat—any idea is more real than any amount of war misery.  And what one’s made for.​[36]​

Woolf’s statement here that ‘any idea is more real than any amount of war misery’ is representative of the late diaries, which keep measuring amounts of happiness and unhappiness, continually thinking about how much individual happiness counts against ‘war misery’, and increasingly asserting that it might matter more.  Contemplating the ‘fruit of such quickening’ Woolf seems to be imagining how much these moments of enlivenment yield – and she continually reiterates the importance of creating compartments for writing: ‘I must tuck myself in with work’.​[37]​  In a diary entry written at the end of 1940 where she makes list of events which tries to add up losses and gains in terms of happiness.  This list includes reports on the war: ‘Raids here began in September’, alongside other entries suggesting stabilising personal gains: ‘L. arranges the vegetable growing’.​[38]​  

All of these attempts at adding up suggest how happiness might not be defeated by the war, but rather held against it – and that moments such as Kitty’s happiness in The Years might not be much defeated by the war but a type of bulwark against it, not only possessing more weight than collective distress but itself be a form of resistance. This is especially clear in a late diary entry when Woolf writes about a day in January so beautiful that it might be June, and seems to set it against war:
The beauty was ethereal, unreal, empty.  A June day.  10 degrees of frost.  All silent, as if offered from another world.  No birds, no carts, men shooting.  This specimen against the war.​[39]​

There is a type of awed silence about this diary entry:  it emphasises unreality, a day ‘offered from another world’, a moment out of time – ‘A June day’ in January.  There is a melancholy about the entry; yyet at the same time there is a sense of the day as a type of protest: ‘This specimen against the war’.  In such moments Woolf urges the ‘intractability of individuals’ against notions of collective well-being, urging the importance of pockets and moments of happiness.  She remains aware of the fragility of such compartmentalised happiness, but seems finally to assert its importance by repeatedly returning to it – through her characters and their re-creation of happiness, and in her own returning to it in the diaries.   Woolf’s cherishing reassertion of happiness, despite its frailty, is especially clear in an entry in which Woolf discussed being happy in a moment alone with Leonard in 1940:
And was very happy—the moment can be that: only theres no support in the fabric [...] theres no healthy tissue round the moment.  It’s blown out.  But for a moment, on the terrace, no one coming, alone with L., ones certainly happy.​[40]​

Woolf’s description here seems at first similar to her sense of there being ‘all the materials for happiness, but no happiness’: ‘It’s blown out’ suggests the destruction of an air raid.  Yet the final sentence here begins, again, to re-make happiness once again – Woolf recounts the conditions of the moment of happiness ‘a moment, on the terrace, no one coming, alone with L.’ and her writing gathers strength, building to a certain assurance of the reality of happiness despite its limits: ‘ones certainly happy’. Woolf had linked happiness to the mind’s keeping itself alive in ‘Thoughts on Peace in An Air Raid’, and in her final writing a sense of crafting of happiness combines with a sense that such creation is instinctively necessary.  In a late diary entry the process of creating happiness from fragments seems almost involuntary:
A blank.  All frost.  Still frost.  Burning white.  Burning blue.  The elms red.  I did not mean to describe, once more, the downs in snow; but it came.  And I cant help even now turning to look at Asheham down, red, purple, dove blue grey, with the cross so melodramatically against it.  What is the phrase I always remember—or forget.  Look your last on all things lovely.​[41]​
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